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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines causes of, and reaction to, the under-representation of women as Principals in the secondary teaching service in New Zealand in the 1990's. The model of occupational closure developed by Witz (1992) is used as a theoretical base to describe the sexual division of labour and the vertical and horizontal segregation of women in the paid labour force.

The concepts of exclusion, inclusion and change are used to analyse work history data derived from interviews with the research participants. It is argued that marked changes in societal and individual attitudes and in workplace practices are contributing to alterations in gender relations. Of particular importance, in contemporary inclusionary processes, is women's awareness of, and the value they attach to, the positive contribution that women can, and do, make to workplace relations.

The thesis concludes that, despite the gains that some professional women appear to have made, access to positions of real power and equality in the workplace has not yet been achieved.
To my daughters and grandchildren. May they always be able to stand in their own patch of sunshine.
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ADDENDUM
Following discussions subsequent to the publication of this thesis, I feel it is necessary to include the following addendum.

In both the Introduction and in the Methodology chapter I claim to be doing feminist research. I state on page 54 that “it is implicit in the literature that feminist research is primarily research about women, for women, by women...”. I then argue that it is possible for a man to do feminist research. While I am still prepared to debate the issues, I accept that this a highly contentious argument and that my discussion in support of my assertion is somewhat perfunctory and does not recognise several important points.

These points should be added to that discussion. First it is acknowledged that a man can do pro-feminist research but because a man has not experienced gender discrimination at first hand he cannot do feminist research per se. This argument rests on the uniqueness of the relationship between feminist theory, feminist research methodology and gender politics compared to research carried out by members of dominant groups on other disadvantaged or less powerful groups. Thus the second point to be made is that when men carry out research about women and particularly research that claims to be on behalf of women, they should state very clearly their gender politics and values and recognise the problems associated with conducting emancipatory research. These problems include the potential for the dis-empowerment and exploitation of the group under study and for faulty analysis.

Finally it should be recognised that interviewees may well explain their experiences more clearly to a male interviewer (rather than a female one) because they can assume that a man could not know about them because he is male. However a woman may withhold some information from a man that they would readily divulge to a female researcher.
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